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A Web of people and opinions

·31.7% of the more than 200 million bloggers 

worldwide blog about opinions on products and 

brands (Universal McCann, July 2009)

·71%of all active Internet users read blogs. 

·2009 Survey of 25,000 Internet users in 50

countries: 70%of consumers trust opinions 

posted online by other consumers (Nielsen 

Global Online Consumer, 2010).



Social Media Analytics

·Complexprocessfor Social Media Analyticsare 

necessarywhereasé

·é Opinion Miningand SentimentAnalysisplay a 

crucialrole



Authority

·Doesthe opinion of one user (e.g. a 

blogger) actually matter?

·òIf a tree falls in a forest and no one is around to 

hear it, does it make a sound?ó

·Authority and reputation of users are key 

factors to understand and account for 

their opinions



What is OM?

·Opinion Mining or also sentiment analysis is 
the computational study of opinions, 
sentiments and emotions expressed in 
text

·How to model, code and compute the 
irrational aspects of our affects in an 
analytical way é

·It deals with rational models of emotions, 
rumors and trends within user communities

·é and with the word-of-mouth inside 
specific domains



What is OM? (2)

·Opinion Miningor SentimentAnalysis
involve more thanone linguistictask

·What is the opinionof a text

ƁWho is author (or opinion holder, OH) 

ƁWhat is the opinion target(Object)

ƁWhat are the featuresof the Object

ƁWhat is the subjectivepositionof the userwrt
to the Object or the individualfeatures

·What aboutthe (dynamicsof) opinionsof
largeOH communities



Introduction ðfacts and opinions

·Two main types of information on the Web. 

ƁFacts and Opinions

·Current search engines search for facts 
(assume they are true)

ƁFacts can be expressed with topic keywords.

·Search engines do not search for opinions

ƁOpinions are hard to express with a few 
keywords

¶How do people think of Motorola Cell phones?

ƁCurrent search ranking strategy is not 
appropriate for opinion retrieval/search.
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Introduction ðuser generated 

content
·Word-of-mouth on the Web

ƁOne can express personal experiences and opinions on 

almost anything, at review sites, forums, discussion groups, 

blogs ..., (called the user generated content.)

ƁThey contain valuable information

ƁWeb/global scale

¶No longer limited to your circle of friends

·Our interest:to mine opinions expressed in the 

user-generated content

ƁAn intellectually very challenging problem.

ƁPractically very useful. 
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Opinion search(Liu, Web Data Mining book, 

2007)

·Can you search for opinions as conveniently 

as general Web search?

·Whenever you need to make a decision, you 

may want some opinions from others, 

ƁWouldnõt it be nice?you can find them on a 

search system instantly, by issuing queries such as 

¶Opinions: òMotorola cell phonesó

¶Comparisons: òMotorola vs. Nokiaó

·Cannot be done yet!
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Two types of evaluation

·Direct Opinions: sentiment expressions on some 

objects, e.g., products, events, topics, persons

ƁE.g., òthe picture quality of this camera is greató

ƁSubjective

·Comparisons: relations expressing similarities or 

differences of more than one object. Usually 

expressing an ordering. 

ƁE.g., òcar x is cheaper than car y.ó

ƁObjective or subjective.

ƁWe will not cover in the class (read the textbook if you 

are interested)
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Opinion Summarization through Visual 

Comparison (Liu et al. WWW-2005)

STSC, Hawaii, May 22-23, 2010                                                          

Bing Liu                                            

Â Summary of 

reviews of    Cell 

Phone1

Voice Screen Size WeightBattery
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Find the opinion of a person on X

·In some cases, the general search engine 

can handle it, i.e., using suitable keywords. 

ƁBill Clintonõs opinion on abortion

·Reason: 

ƁOne person or organization usually has only 

one opinion on a particular topic. 

ƁThe opinion is likely contained in a single 

document.

ƁThus, a good keyword query may be sufficient. 



Find opinions on an object X

We use product reviews as an 
example:

·Searching for opinions in product reviews is 
different from general Web search.

ƁE.g., search for opinions on òMotorola RAZR V3ó
·General Web search for a fact: rank pages according 

to some authority and relevance scores. 
ƁThe user views the first page (if the search is perfect). 

ƁOne fact = Multiple facts

·Opinion search: rank is desirable, however
Ɓreading only the review ranked at the top is dangerous 

because it is only the opinion of one person. 

ƁOne opinion M̧ultiple opinions
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Search opinions (contd)

·Ranking: 

Ɓproduce two rankings

¶Positive opinions and negative opinions

¶Some kind of summary of both, e.g., # of each

ƁOr, one rankingbut 

¶The top (say 30) reviews should reflect the natural distribution 

of all reviews (assume that there is no spam), i.e., with the right 

balance of positive and negative reviews. 

·Questions:

ƁShould the user reads all the top reviews? OR

ƁShould the system prepare a summary of the reviews?


